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New Visions 2050 

Freight Performance Measures 

For review by CDTC Freight Advisory Committee 

 

Performance Measures 

The federal Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century legislation (MAP-21, 2012) introduced the 
requirement that MPOs and states use a method known as performance-based planning and 
programming (PBPP). The PBPP intends to have the agencies that invest public monies in transportation 
improvements continuously evaluate the outcome of those investments. This provides transparency to 
the public and decision-makers about the efficacy of investments.  CDTC understands and appreciates 
the relationship of freight and goods movement to the overall performance of the region’s 
transportation system, and particularly that of the Freight Priority Network (FPN). 

MAP-21 includes seven National Goals that form the basis of PBPP. These include safety, infrastructure, 
mobility, reliability, and freight and economic development. The freight-related measure is known as the 
Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) Index, a measurement of travel time reliability on the Interstate 
System, described further below. 

Also, CDTC monitors several other regional freight-related performance measures.   Most of the 
performance measures are linked to the condition and performance of the highway portion of the FPN 
since that is where CDTC’s members can directly invest.  These measures are Commercial Vehicle 
Crashes (Safety), Pavement Condition on the Freight Priority Network (Infrastructure), and Bridge 
Condition on the Freight Priority Network (Infrastructure). 

Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) Index 

CDTC is required by federal law1 to report the Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) Index for the CDTC 
region. Through MAP-21, Congress required FHWA to establish measures to assess performance in 12 
areas, including freight movement on the Interstate. The measure considers factors that are unique to 
this industry, such as the use of the system during all hours of the day and the need to consider more 
extreme impacts on the system in planning for on-time arrivals. 

TTTR reporting is divided into five periods: morning peak (6-10 a.m.), midday (10 a.m.-4 p.m.) and 
afternoon peak (4-8 p.m.) Mondays through Fridays; weekends (6 a.m.-8 p.m.); and overnights for all 
days (8 p.m.-6 a.m.). The TTTR ratio is generated by dividing the 95th percentile time by the normal time 
(50th percentile) for each segment. The TTTR Index is generated by multiplying each segment’s largest 
ratio of the five periods by its length, then dividing the sum of all length-weighted segments by the total 
length of Interstate. 

                                                           
1 Federal Register [82 FR 5970 (January 18, 2017)] 
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NYSDOT and CDTC utilize the data from FHWA’s National Performance Management Research Data Set 
(NPMRDS) as the data set includes truck travel times for the full Interstate System.  

NYSDOT, with consultation from the MPOs, established 2-and 4-year targets in 2018. NYSDOT has the 
option to adjust 4-year targets in their mid-performance period progress report, due October 1, 2020.   
CDTC’s members decided to support the NYSDOT target.  The NYSDOT TTTR baseline and targets are: 

• 2018 Baseline: 1.38 
• 2020 Target: 2.00 
• 2022 Target: 2.11 

Figure XX, below shows TTTR in the CDTC region from 2016 to 2018, regionally (data pending), by 
county, and statewide.  TTTR in the CDTC region is relatively flat.  It is anticipated the NYSDOT targets for 
2020 and 2022 will be met without issue.  

 

Commercial Vehicle Crashes 

Commercial vehicle crashes are an indicator of safety conditions.  Commercial vehicle crash data was 
collected for the entire CDTC region and the Freight Priority Network.  Crash histories are analyzed over 
a multiyear period to overcome the potential for statistical anomalies, in this case, 2013-2018.  Crash 
data was extracted from the NYS Department of Transportation’s Accident Location Information System 
(ALIS). 

2016 2017 2018
Albany Co. 1.56 1.59 1.58
Rensselaer Co. 1.23 1.24 1.35
Saratoga Co. 1.30 1.29 1.32
Schenectady Co. 1.26 1.24 1.27
New York State 1.43 1.44 1.46
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Figure XX: Truck Travel Time Reliability ( TTTR) Index 
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Figure XX below shows commercial vehicle crashes over the past five years.  The data indicates that 
many of the crashes occurred on Interstates, specifically I-787, I-87, I-88, and I-90.  Commercial vehicle 
crashes on the FPN account for 49-59% of all commercial vehicle crashes in the region.  There is a slight 
upward trend in the number of crashes from 2013-2018. 

 

 

Pavement Condition on the Freight Priority Network 

NYSDOT and CDTC measure and evaluate pavement conditions including surface condition and ride-
ability.  The scale for rating pavement surface conditions ranges between 1 and 10, in which “1” is the 
worst pavement condition and “10” is the best. As of 2016, 81% of the CDTC’s pavement centerline 
miles on the FPN have a rating of “Good” to “Excellent” (greater than or equal to “7” meaning distress 
symptoms are absent or beginning to show). Only 2% of roads on the FPN fell under the categorization 
of “Poor.” Figure XX below summarizes pavement condition surface scores on the FPN roadways from 
2014-2016, the latest available data.  

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
All Commercial Vehicle Crashes 265 324 412 421 427 495
Commercial Vehicle Crashes on

the FPN 157 187 232 208 218 285
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Figure XX: Commercial Vehicle Crashes in the 
CDTC Region (2013-2018) 
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Bridge Condition on the Freight Priority Network 

There are several different classification methods for bridge condition.  Using data from the National 
Bridge Inventory database, shown in Table XX below, the majority of bridges on the FPN (~92%) are in 
fair or good condition, and about 7.4% had a poor rating, as of 2016.  

Table XX: FPN Bridges Federal Measures (NBI Database) 

 
2013 2015 2016 

Lowest Bridge Condition 
Rating Deck Area % of Total Deck Area % of Total Deck Area % of Total 

Good Rating >=7 995,446 19.2% 1,186,387 22.7% 1,145,414 22.0% 
Fair Rating= 5,6 3,804,548 73.5% 3,521,529 67.4% 3,675,731 70.6% 
Poor Rating <=4 379,099 7.3% 518,308 9.9% 384,532 7.4% 
Total 5,179,093 100% 5,226,224 100% 5,205,677 100% 
 

Using NYSDOT’s structurally deficient measures, shown in Table XX, below, about 9% of the FPN’s 
bridges are “structurally deficient” as of 2016. The NYSDOT notes: “a ‘structurally deficient’ bridge, 
when left open to traffic, typically requires significant maintenance and repair to remain in service and 
eventual rehabilitation or replacement to address deficiencies. In order to remain in service, structurally 
deficient bridges are often posted with weight limits.”   

2014 2015 2016
Excellent 17% 3% 13%
Good 62% 74% 68%
Fair 20% 21% 18%
Poor 2% 2% 2%
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Figure XX: Pavement Condition on the Freight 
Priority Network 
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Table XX: FPN Bridges Structurally Deficient 

 
2013 2015 2016 

 
Deck Area % Deck Area % Deck Area % 

Structurally Deficient 417,341 7.37% 505,558 8.85% 509,275 8.96% 
Total 5,681,620  5,681,620  5,681,620  
 

Federal law requires that all bridges be inspected biennially. Bridge inspection includes a thorough 
review of numerous structural elements of the substructure, superstructure, and deck. Underwater 
inspection of bridges over waterways is required every five years to detect scour conditions. The 
inspection also documents geometric conditions including lane width, approach width and radii, 
presence of bicycle lanes or sidewalks, and signalization. 

Because each bridge is unique in terms of design, construction, materials, age, and maintenance history, 
caution is recommended in looking at gross bridge statistics. CDTC routinely looks at bridge needs; FPN 
classification will assist in focusing on truck requirements on the FPN.  


